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6ciiftcar Regulatory Coamission. . - . .  

Atenio:Dr.'J. Nelson-Grice, Regionae1Adm'inistrator, 
101 Harietta Street,' NW, Suite 2900, 
Atlants., Georgia 30323 

Dear Dr, Grace:

WATTS BAR lFUCLEAR PLANT UNIT '1 -7 DLSCREPANCIES IDENTIF~IED 
*INSTRUMENTr LINES -WBRD-50"390/86-29.- INTERIH REP0LRT

FROM WALKDOWN' OF,

The subject deficiency was initially reported to NRC-OLE In ,spector 
Bob Carroll orn February A. 1986 in accordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e) 08 NCR 
W-334,-P. -Enclosed is' our interim reportý. We expect to provide our next 

*repoirtobn or about July 18', 1986.  

Delay in su'br-ittal of this report was discussed with-Mr. Carroll on March 6, 

if there are any questions, please get. in touch with R. H. Shiell at.  
*FTS 858-2688.

Very truly yours, 

TENNMESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 

L.Gidley 
Manager ot Licensing

Enclosure 
cc: Mr. James Taylor, Director (Enclosure) 

Office of Inspection and Enforcement' 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory CoMmission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Records 'Center (Enclosure) 
Institutb Of Nuclear' Power Operations
1100 circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500 

-~Atlanta, Georgia, 30339
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ENCLOSURE 

*. WATTS. H"A NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT I.  
* DISCREPANC IIES IDENT IFIED FROM WALKD.O.WN. OP INSTRUHENTATI ON Li'HE-S 

* NCR W-334.--P 
10 CFR 50.55(e)' 
INTERIM'REPORT 

Description of Deficiency 

During a4 walkdown inspection of Table A instrument lines listed on TVA drawing * 4SW600-0-7, discrepancies were identified primarily concerning lost and/or 
incorrect support/hanger-documentation. Several fabrication operat~ion sheets (FOS) could not be located. the FOSs document the actual fabrication and 
inspection of the hanger/support subassemblies. Discrepancies were Also identified between the ins.tallation operation sheet -(lOS) sketches, the actual field configuration, and the design drawings. IOS sketches provide the.  relative location and FOS number for each support. LOSs are anl in~spection 
record- used to document. tile inspected, features of a support/hanger 
subassembly.  

Safe yj~picatins 

Documentation does not exist to provide assurance that suppqviL/hagiger 
subassemblies were fabricated per the corr- ect typical drawing or by an approved -field change request (FCR) or variance. Therefore,' the acceptability * of a number of Category I instrument, line support/hanger subassemblies canl n[ot be determined. This deficiency represents a potential condition which could adversely affect the safe operations of tile plant.  

Intei Progress 

TVA is in the process of: investigatinag this deficiency to establish the adequacy of the instrument line support/hanger subassemubl ies. in order Lu verily the adequacy -of the subassemblies, TVA has perf ormed a random sample of sixty, supports for structural compliance with the design criteria. Thle results of this sample indicate that the supports are adequate. although four instrument lines were identified as being overstressed due to assumed overspans from loose or missing attachmentg clamps. based on this random sample, a high confidenice level exists that insLru'ment, lines will perform their intended design functions provided that attachment clamps'and their respective bolts are Properly installed. A wolkdown will be performed on' all Instrument lines to docume'it the proper~ use and installation of attacznn clamps and their associated bolts. TVA will, provide our ne.xt report to tile NRC on or about July .18, 1986.


